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• Asia Air Freight 'Very Strong' Despite CNY Holiday 

• Clean Planet Introduces Ultraclean Jet Fuel: 75% Reduction in CO2 Emissions, 

Made from Non-Recyclable Plastics  

• Statement by Minister of Labour, Filomena Tassi, on Negotiations at Port of 
Montreal 

• U.S. Federal Maritime Commission to Issue Demand Orders to Ocean Carriers and 
Terminal Operators on Detention and Demurrage Practices 

• Another Maersk Ship Loses Hundreds of Boxes Overboard in the Pacific 

• Sixty-Two Ships at Anchor in San Pedro Bay 

• Indonesia Shipping Logjams Expected to Worsen after Ramadan 
 

  
 

 

 

Air Updates 

Asia Air Freight 'Very Strong' Despite CNY Holiday 
 
The Asia air freight market has remained very strong despite the Chinese New Year (CNY) 
holiday being in full swing, with the combination of strong demand and very little available 
capacity resulting in peak-level rates, according to Flexport's latest weekly update. 
 
Rates are highest out of North Asia and Southeast Asia on both the Transpacific 
eastbound and Far East westbound trade lanes. 
 
Read more in an article from Lloyd's Loading List. 
 
Clean Planet Introduces Ultraclean Jet Fuel: 75% Reduction in CO2 Emissions, Made 

from Non-Recyclable Plastics  
 
Sustainable and green-energy company Clean Planet Energy has announced a 
breakthrough product in its mission to significantly reduce carbon emissions in transport. 
Branded as ‘Clean Planet Air’ in its launch video, the certified kerosene/jet fuel can be 
used as a direct replacement for the fossil-fuel equivalent, yet it reduces C02 emissions by 

a minimum of 75% in comparison, while removing thousands of tonnes of waste plastics 
from the environment every year. 
 
Clean Planet has developed other fuels that directly substitute the fossil-fuel requirements 
for large marine vessels. This latest announcement now means Clean Planet covers 
almost all major road, sea and air transport fuel types. 
 
Read more in an article from the American Journal of Transportation. 

 
  

 

 

 

Ocean Updates 

Statement by Minister of Labour, Filomena Tassi, on Negotiations at Port of Montreal 
 
The Minister of Labour, Filomena Tassi, yesterday issued the following statement 
regarding the collective bargaining negotiations between the Syndicat des débardeurs, the 
Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 375 and the Maritime Employers Association: 
 
“The Government of Canada has faith in the collective bargaining process. Since October 
2018, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) has been working closely 
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with the Syndicat des débardeurs, Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 375 and 
the Maritime Employers Association. This nearly two and a half year commitment to the 
negotiation process is evidence of our belief that the best deals are made at the 
negotiating table. 
 
I have reached out to all parties throughout the negotiation process, as have a number of 
my ministerial colleagues. At my request, Mr. Peter Simpson, Director General of the 
FMCS, and Mr. Robert Bellerose, Regional Director, Quebec Region – FMCS, two senior 
mediators, were recently added to the file to provide further assistance to the parties in 
their negotiations. 
 
After seven days of meetings, the mediators suspended face-to-face meetings with the 
parties after determining that the gap between the parties is too significant at this time to 
conclude a collective agreement. 
 
I have asked the mediators to continue to be in close contact with the parties. If their 
positions change in a way that is likely to lead to an agreement, the federal mediators will 
reconvene the parties as soon as possible. 
 
The Government is keenly aware of the central role that the Port of Montréal plays in 
movement of goods across Canada, particularly in Quebec and Ontario. Reaching an 
agreement at the bargaining table is in the best interest of workers, unions, employers and 
all Canadians. 
 
We strongly encourage both parties to immediately do the hard work necessary to reach 
an agreement. The Government of Canada will continue to be there throughout the 
negotiations to support their efforts.” 
 
U.S. Federal Maritime Commission to Issue Demand Orders to Ocean Carriers and 
Terminal Operators on Detention and Demurrage Practices 
 
The U.S. Federal Maritime Commission is ordering ocean carriers and marine terminal 
operators to supply information to determine if legal obligations related to detention and 
demurrage practices are being met amid the unprecedented cargo boom at U.S. ports. 
 
Targets of the orders are the ocean carriers operating in an alliance and calling the Port of 
Los Angeles, the Port of Long Beach, or the Port of New York & New Jersey. Marine 
terminal operators (MTOs) at those ports will also be subject to information demands. 
 
The demand orders will also require carriers and MTOs to provide information on their 
policies and practices related to container returns and container availability for exporters. 
 
Read more in an article from gCaptain. 
 
Another Maersk Ship Loses Hundreds of Boxes Overboard in the Pacific 
 
The 13,100-TEU Maersk Eindhoven became the latest boxship casualty on the Pacific on 
February 17, suffering a blackout while en route to California and a subsequent loss of 
hundreds of containers overboard. The accident happened near Japan as the 11-year-old 
ship made its way from Xiamen in China to Los Angeles. The crew are safe, propulsion 
has been restored and vessel tracking suggests the ship has turned around and is making 
for an Asian port. 
 
Read more in an article from Splash. 
 
Sixty-Two Ships at Anchor in San Pedro Bay 
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Sixty-two vessels, including 20 container ships destined for the Port of Los Angeles, were 
at anchor in San Pedro Bay early Wednesday afternoon. 
 
“If we do nothing, we will still have vessels at anchor come midsummer,” Port of LA 
Executive Director Gene Seroka said during a press conference Wednesday. 
 
“Under normal conditions, we usually don’t have any container ships at anchor. Before the 
import surge, we would see 10 to 12 container vessels at berth on a typical day here at the 
Port of LA. Today we are averaging north of 15 container ships being worked every day,” 
Seroka said. “When ships first started backing up in November, anchorage time was about 
two and a half days. In February thus far, anchorage time is now tracking at eight days.” 
 
The container terminals, trucking companies, rail and warehouses all are “stretched thin,” 
he said. 
 
Read more in an article from American Shipper. 
 
Indonesia Shipping Logjams Expected to Worsen after Ramadan 
 
With the coronavirus-induced shortage of shipping containers wreaking havoc on cargo 
transport to and from Indonesia, companies operating in the country expect further 
disruptions to their supply chains during an upcoming holiday to mark the end of Ramadan. 
 
They are now preparing for the next big hurdle: Lebaran, the festival also known as Eid al-
Fitr, which marks the end of Ramadan. 
 
Lebaran, which falls this year in mid-May, is a major holiday in Indonesia. Imports usually 
surge around the holiday, and the container shortage, compounded with increased traffic at 
Indonesia’s ports, could pose a challenge for logistics providers. 
 
Read more in an article from The Toys Matrix. 
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